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Abstract
Various iterative and direct methods for solving linear systems of equations are
known. The Hermitian linear system gives us many simplifications and a possibility to
adapt the computations to the computer at hand in order to achieve better performance.
Hence the aim of this paper is to consider the methods derived from a Hermitian
augmented system – also called a Hermitian expanded system – and make a comparison
with the generalized minimal residual method (GMRES). Finally, we will show how to
apply the ILU preconditioner to a Hermitian expanded system, which gives us an ad-
vantage over the convergence of the method studied in this paper. Ó 1999 Elsevier
Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Here, some methods are considered to solve a non-Hermitian system of
equations
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Ax  b; 1
where the matrix A 2 Cnn is non-singular and where b 2 Cn. In many situa-
tions, when the matrix A is large and sparse, iterative methods are preferred to
direct ones for various reasons:
· Storage requirements are lessened without modifying the matrix structure.
· Often a suciently accurate approximation to the solution x of (1) is ob-
tained with less computational eort.
· In general, iterative methods are easier to implement and to adapt dierent
types of problems.
There is a general consensus that, for problems arising from partial dier-
ential equations in three-dimensional domains, direct methods alone are too
costly, both in terms of storage and computation. The user’s main problem,
however, is to make the proper choice among the available iterative methods
for the problem in hand.
The generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method introduced by Saad
and Schultz [14] is one of the most powerful iterative methods. Its imple-
mentation uses the Arnoldi process, and recently, a Newton basis to compute
orthonormal bases of certain Krylov subspaces [2]. But the fast convergence of
the GMRES method is not usually guaranteed. Theoretically, the GMRES
method can stagnate and so does not give us a good approximation to the
solution of (1) in few iterations. This is one of the reasons why we consider in
this paper a Hermitian expanded system.
2. Hermitian systems
In this section, we want to transform (1) into a Hermitian system of equa-
tions. There exist several ways for transforming an arbitrary matrix into a
Hermitian one. Here, we consider an augmented system.
2.1. Expanded systems
First, let us define the Hermitian inner product h:; :i of two vectors
y  yii1;...;n and z  zii1;...;n of Cn as the complex number hy; zi Pn
i1 yizi. The corresponding norm of a vector y of C
n is denoted and defined
by kyk  hy; yi1=2. A simple Hermitian expanded system associated with (1) is
Aekxe  be; Aek  kI A

A 0
 
; be  b
0
b
 
; xe  xx0
 
: 2
where I is the identity matrix of Cnn, k an arbitrary positive real and b0 an
arbitrary vector of Cn. This expanded system with k  0 was first proposed by
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Hestenes and Stiefel [8]. Saunders [18] has pointed out some properties of a
similar expanded system.
Let us consider the initial vector x0e and the initial residual vector
r0e  be ÿ Aekx0e of C2n like this
r0e  r
0
0
r0
 
; x0e  x0x00
 
:
Mathematically, the Hermitian Lanczos process applied to (2) with r00  0 and
k  0 is exactly the bidiagonalization given by Golub and Kahan [7]. This
bidiagonalization builds in the ith step two orthogonal bases of two Krylov
spaces Ki1AA; r0 and Ki1AA;Ar0. Then, the convergence of methods
based on a projection on these spaces often becomes unacceptably slow. For
example, CGNR (which may be robustly implemented in the LSQR algorithm
[12] by using the Golub–Kahan bidiagonalization) and CGNE. Both US-
YMLQ and USYMQR methods [19] are based on the projection on the sum of
two Krylov spaces. The two three-term recurrences used in these two methods
build two orthogonal bases fp1; p2; . . . ; png and fq1; q2; . . . ; qng such that
bj1pj1  Aqj ÿ ajpj ÿ cjpjÿ1; j  1; 2; . . . ; nÿ 1;
cj1qj1  Apj ÿ ajqj ÿ bjqjÿ1; j  1; 2; . . . ; nÿ 1
3
with q0  p0  0, p1  r0=kr0k; q1  r00=kr00k, b1  c1  0, aj  hAqj; pji, where
bj1 > 0 and cj1 > 0 are chosen such that pj1 and qj1 are unit vectors. From
these two three-term recurrences we get
p2iÿ1 2 KiAA; r0  Kiÿ1AA;Ar00;
p2i 2 KiAA; r0  KiAA;Ar00;
4
q2iÿ1 2 Kiÿ1AA;Ar0  KiAA; r00;
q2i 2 KiAA;Ar0  KiAA; r00;
5
hpk; pii  hqk; qii  0 for k < i; 6
hAqk; pii  hApk; qii  0 for k < iÿ 1: 7
Moreover, it is interesting to note that these two three-term recurrences can
break down. This description allows us to remark that CGNR, CGNE, LSQR,
USYMLQ and USYMQR combined with a preconditioner in the same way as
in [19] are not good and give a slow convergence. This is observed in the nu-
merical results given in [19]. Thus, we propose to use a preconditioner to the
expanded matrix Aek for the following reasons.
1. The eigenvalues of Aek are given by
lAek  k=2

r2i  k2=4
q
; 8
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where r16 r26    6 rn are the singular values of A. In the case k  0, the
eigenvalues of Ae0 in absolute value are the singular values of A.
2. The spectral condition number of Aek is given by
condAek 
k=2

r2n  k2=4
q
ÿk=2

r21  k2=4
q ;
which can be reduced to
condAek 
k=2

r2n  k2=4
q 
k=2

r21  k2=4
q 
r21
:
From this expression, we remark that the condition number of Aek increases
with k and that condAe0  condA. Therefore, we recommend the user to
take a small value of k especially when the matrix A is ill-conditioned.
2.1.1. The minimum residual method
The minimum residual (MINRES) method was defined by Paige and
Saunders [11]. It is mathematically equivalent to the CR method and it is based
on the Hermitian Lanczos process described in [10–12] as follows:
The Hermitian Lanczos process
1. Start: Choose r0 2 Cn and set b1  kr0k, p1  r0=b1, p0  0.
2. Loop: For i  1; 2; . . . ; n do:
Compute zi  Api ÿ bipiÿ1,
ai  hApi; pii,
bi1pi1  zi ÿ aipi;
where bi1 is chosen so that kpi1k  1.
Let us now give the MINRES algorithm.
The minimum residual algorithm
1. Start: Choose x0 2 Cn and set r0  bÿ Ax0, b1  kr0k, p1  r0=b1,
p0  q0  qÿ1  0, f0  q0  b1, qÿ1  1, q00  s0  sÿ1  cÿ1  0,
c0  ÿ1.
2. Loop: For i  1; 2; . . . until convergence do:
a1 (continue the Hermitian Lanczos process)
compute zi  Api ÿ bipiÿ1,
ai  hApi; pii,
bi1pi1  zi ÿ aipi;
where bi1 is chosen so that kpi1k  1,
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a2 (construct and apply the next orthogonal transformation)
di  ai ÿ q0iÿ1ciÿ2siÿ1;
hi  bisiÿ2;
q0i  ÿbiciÿ2siÿ1 ÿ aiciÿ1;
qi  q02i  b2i11=2;
ci  q0i=qi;
si  bi1=qi;
a3 (update xi and qi)
z0i  pi ÿ hi=qiÿ2qiÿ2,
qi  z0i ÿ di=qiÿ1qiÿ1,
ti  fiÿ1ci,
fi  fiÿ1si,
xi  xiÿ1  ti=qiqi.
The stopping criteria are given, in the ith iteration, by the estimation jfij of
the norm of the residual vector ri  bÿ Axi. In the algorithm, if we suppose
that ti  0, then ti1 cannot be zero except if the solution of (1) is obtained.
Thus, theoretically, the MINRES algorithm avoids stagnation.
For the preceding reasons, we propose to apply the MINRES method to (2).
The resulting method is called the minimum expanded residual method and
referred to as MINERES(k). Similarly, if we apply the CR method to (2), then
we get a new method called here as the conjugate expanded residual method
and referred to as CER(k).
At first sight, we have the impression that MINERES(0) is equivalent to
USYMQR. This is not true because USYMQR builds two orthogonal bases of
Cn whereas MINERES(0) builts only an orthogonal basis of C2n. At the ith
stage of the Hermitian Lanczos process in the MINERES(k) algorithm, the
matrix Aek is reduced to the tridiagonal form Ti tridiagbi; ai; bi1. From the
eigenvalues of Ti we get an approximation of singular values of A as i increases.
Moreover, it is important to note that, in exact arithmetic, MINERES(k)
method is equivalent to the GMRES method applied to (2).
Let us now give some properties of the MINERES(k) method.
Theorem 1. (i) If r00  0, then the recurrence relations (3) used in USYMQR can
be continued until j  2n, and hence we get the first bidiagonalization of Golub
and Kahan.
(ii) If r00  0, then LSQR ()MINERES0:
(iii) If the matrix A is Hermitian and r00  r0, then USYMQR
()MINERES0 and, in this case, both MINERES(0) and USYMQR are
reduced to MINRES.
The notation M1 () M2 means that M1 is mathematically equivalent to M2.
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Proof. (i) In [19], it is clear that if we take r00  0 in the USYMQR algorithm,
then USYMQR breaks down at the first iteration. However, the recurrence (3)
can be continued if we set cj  0 when qj  0 and bj  0 when pj  0. In this
case, formula (3) gives us p2j  q2j1  0 which proves that aj  0 in (3) for all
j. Therefore, if (3) is continued until j  2n, then we get exactly the first bid-
iagonalization of Golub and Kahan called Bidiag 1 in [7].
(ii) In the Hermitian Lanczos process applied to (2), if we choose r00  0 and
k  0, then we get ai  0 for all i. From this result, we remark that Bidiag 1 in
[7] is also mathematically equivalent to the Hermitian Lanczos process applied
to (2) with r00  0. Consequently, it follows that LSQR () MINERES(0)
when r00  0.
(iii) If we replace r00 by r0 and A
 by A in Eqs. (4) and (5), then by using the
orthogonality condition (6) we get pj  qj and cj  bj for all j. So formula (3) is
the recurrence used in the Hermitian Lanczos process, and hence we have
USYMQR () MINERES(0).
If the matrix A is Hermitian, r00  r0 and
rke  r
0
k
rk
 
; xke  xkx0k
 
are the iterates of MINERES(0) at step k, then it is easily checked by recur-
rence that r0k  rk and x0k  xk are the iterates of MINRES. Similarly, we prove
that CER(0) is reduced to CR. 
Moreover, we would further add that MINERES(0) shows some similarities
to methods derived from the bidiagonalization process (for a survey of these
methods, see [12]). Furthermore, from the previous theorem, it is clear that
MINERES(k) can be considered as a generalization of MINRES and LSQR.
Remark 1. The system (2) with r00  0 and k  0 has already been studied by
Cullum and Greenbaum [4,5]. But the result of the preceding theorem has
never been mentioned except an equivalent result of the equivalence LSQR
() MINERES(0) also proved by Sadok [17].
Let us now give a result about the convergence of MINERESk.
Theorem 2. In exact arithmetic, if m is the number of distinct singular values of
A, then MINERESk converges to the exact solution in at most
· min(4m, 2n) steps when k > 0 ,
· min(2m, 2n) steps when k  0.
Proof. As (8) shows, the number of distinct singular values of Aek is 2m when
k > 0 and m when k  0, so the rest of the proof of this result and that given in
[6] are the same. 
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2.1.2. The incomplete LU preconditioning
Let us set A  LU  E, where L is a lower triangular matrix and U is an
upper triangular matrix. If L and U have the same non-zero structure as the
lower and upper parts of A, respectively, and if they are obtained by per-
forming the standard LU factorization of A and dropping all fill-in elements
that are generated during the process, then this factorization is called the in-
complete LU factorization and referred to as ILU(0) [15,16]. This incomplete
factorization ILU(0) has been generalized by introducing the concept of level
of fill-in. Initially, any non-zero element in A has a level of fill-in equal to zero.
The level of fill-in element is recursively defined as one plus the sum of the
levels of the L and U elements from which it is spawned in the Gaussian
elimination process. Each fill-in that is introduced is dropped whenever its level
exceeds a certain integer k. This defines the incomplete factorization ILUk
which presents three diculties given in [16], for example it does not distin-
guish between small and large values. To remedy these diculties, Saad [16]
proposed the dual threshold incomplete LU factorization referred to as
ILUTk; s where:
· k is an integer such that each row of L and each row of U will have a max-
imum of k elements in addition to their original number of non-zero ele-
ments.
· s is some tolerance used for dropping elements in L and U . An element z in L
or in U is dropped if jzj < krowks where row is the row of A being eliminated.
As ILU(0), ILUk and ILUT k; s do not exist for the matrix Ae0. We use, in
our numerical results, a version ILUTk; s; s0 obtained from the factorization
ILUTk; s by permuting the columns of the matrix. We permute the ith and
the jth column of Aek if jAekij js0 > jAekii j. Another version of the incomplete
factorization LU is given in [13] where the authors introduce a new parameter
for dropping elements in L and U . It follows that we cannot apply the ILU
preconditioner to MINERES(0) without permuting the columns of the matrix
Ae0. This is a disadvantage of MINERES(0). In order to avoid this diculty,
we have introduced the parameter k and considered MINERES(k). The matrix
Aek associated with MINERES(k) has the standard LU factorization without
any permutation
kI A
A 0
 
 I 0
kÿ1A L1
 
kI A
0 ÿ U1
 
;
where L1 is the lower triangular matrix and U1 is the upper triangular matrix of
the LU factorization of kÿ1AA. Hence, it is clear that the LU factorization of
Aek is very simple.
Remark 2. If k  1, then we get the Cholesky decomposition LL  AA,
where L is a lower triangular matrix. Therefore, the incomplete Cholesky
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decomposition of AA can be obtained from the ILU factorization of Ae1. This
is an interesting new result which allows us to apply a Hermitian precondi-
tioner to CGNR and CGNE [1].
3. Numerical results
Here, we consider the case of real matrices and we present a few typical
results of four examples. For our test runs, we choose x0  0, x00  0 and b0  b.
The right-hand side of (1) is chosen such that the exact solution x is equal to
1; 2; 3; . . . ; nT. If the matrix A is symmetric then the MINERES(0) algorithm
with the choice b0  b becomes exactly the MINRES algorithm. In order to
make a comparison between MINERES(k) and GMRES, we use the imple-
mentation of the full GMRES method as described in [14]. The following tests
were run using FORTRAN on a Sun SparcStation10 with machine precision
equal to 2:22 10ÿ16. In all plots, the solid line is the curve for the full
GMRES, the dashed line is the curve for the MINERES(0) and the dash–
dotted line is the curve for MINERES(k) when k 6 0.
Example 1. Let us consider the n n matrix
A 
a 1
ÿ1 a 1
. .
. . .
. . .
.
ÿ 1 a 1
ÿ 1 a
0BBBB@
1CCCCA:
This example was given by Brown [3] to illustrate the stagnation for the
GMRES algorithm. If no preconditioning is used, then for every n and a, both
MINERES(k) and GMRES have a similar convergence behaviour when k is
not too large. But, as the plot of GMRES, MINERES(0) and MINERES(1)
indicates in Fig. 1, the performance of these methods is poor when a < 10ÿ2.
We plot in Fig. 2 the convergence behaviour for the three methodsGMRES,
MINERES(0) and MINERES(1) with preconditioning, we use the right pre-
conditioner ILUTk; s; s0 with k  5, s  10ÿ1 and s0  10ÿ1:
For all n, we obtain similar results to those given in Fig. 2 when a6 10ÿ4.
After a few iterations, we remark that MINERES(1) and MINERES(0) have a
good convergence, while GMRES stagnates and does not show signs of con-
vergence. In fact, this example is studied here to give importance to MIN-
ERES(k) when it is used with a suitable preconditioner. The same convergence
curve for MINERES(1) is obtained when we apply the right preconditioner
ILUTk; s with k  10 and s  10ÿ3. This explains the better performance of
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MINERES(1) because when we have to permute the columns of the matrix Aek,
the resulting matrix is not really symmetric and then, during the run of the
Hermitian Lanczos process, the orthogonality can be seriously lost.
Fig. 2. Example 1, n 100.
Fig. 1. Example 1, n 100, a  1d ÿ 15:
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Example 2. We consider the matrix arising from the discretization of the el-
liptic partial dierential equation
Lu  f on 0; 1  0; 1;
where
Lu  ÿMu r ou
ox
;
with Dirichlet boundary conditions u  0, using a five-point centred finite
dierence scheme on a uniform 20 20 grid with mesh size h  1=21. This
yields a sparse non-symmetric matrix of order n  400 with 1920 non-zero
elements. For the parameter r, we choose r  106. If we solve the resulting
linear system of order 400 with no preconditioning, then we obtain Fig. 3 with
the convergence curves for MINERES(1), MINERES(0) and GMRES.
As the plot indicates, both MINERES(1) and MINERES(0) give the same
results. At the beginning, the convergence curves for MINERES(1) and
GMRES coincide and, after 20 iterations, we observe a dierence between
them in favour of MINERES(1). Let us now use a right preconditioner
ILUTk; s with k  5, s  10ÿ1. As Fig. 4 shows, after a reasonable number of
iterations, MINERES(1) converges to a suciently accurate approximation to
the solution x of (1) and the convergence curve for GMRES presents a nu-
merical stagnation.
Fig. 3. Example 2, n 400.
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Example 3. We applied MINERES(k) and GMRES to a non-symmetric ma-
trix obtained from the discretization of the three-dimensional partial dier-
ential equation
Lu  f on 0; 1  0; 1  0; 1;
where
Lu  ÿMu x ou
ox
 y ou
oy
 z ou
oz
ÿ u;
with Dirichlet boundary conditions u  0. The operator was discretized using a
seven-point centred finite dierence scheme on a uniform 25 25 25 grid
with mesh size h equal to 1=26. This yields a sparse non-symmetric matrix of
order n  15; 625, with 105,625 non-zero elements. By using a right precon-
ditioner ILUTk; s; s0with k  10, s  10ÿ3 and s0  10ÿ1 we obtain Fig. 5 with
the convergence curves for MINERES(0), MINERES(10ÿ5) and GMRES.
Clearly, the convergence curves for MINERES(0) and MINERES(10ÿ5) are
the same. In this example, the full GMRES algorithm does not stagnate before
the 30th iteration, and its convergence is better than that of MINERES(0).
Here k is chosen small because it is known that the matrix of this example is ill-
conditioned. For example, if we take k  1, then we observe a numerical
stagnation of MINERES(1).
Fig. 4. Example 2, n  400:
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Fig. 5. Example 3, n  15625:
Fig. 6. Example 4, n  1000:
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Example 4. Let us now consider the tridiagonal square matrix of size n  1000
given in [9].
A 
5:1 3
2 5:1 3
. .
. . .
. . .
.
2 5:1 3
2 5:1
0BBBB@
1CCCCA:
This example is chosen here to show that, if no preconditioning is used, the
convergence of MINERES(k) may be slow. We remark this in Fig. 6 where we
plot MINERES(0), MINERES(1) and GMRES.
Here, GMRES does not stagnate and gives good results whereas MIN-
ERES(0) and MINERES(1) have a slow convergence. But, if we use a right
preconditioner ILUTk; s; s0 with k  10, s  10ÿ1, s0  10ÿ1 or ILUTk; s
with k  10, s  10ÿ1 both MINERES(k)(with k not too large) and GMRES
give us, at the first iteration, a good approximation to the solution of (1).
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the MINERES(k) algorithm for a non-
singular non-Hermitian linear system. Theoretically, this algorithm avoids the
problem of the stagnation that we can encounter in iterative methods based on
projections on Krylov spaces KiA; r0 for i  1; 2; . . . ; n. The MINERES(k)
iterates use only short recurrences, then MINERES(k) requires less storage
than GMRES. From our numerical experiments, it is important to note that we
often remark a poor performance of MINERES(k), if no preconditioning is
used. On the other hand, MINERES(k) combined with a suitable precondi-
tioner gives us a good performance and has a fast convergence. It is also im-
portant to note that MINERES(k) can be considered as a generalization of
MINRES and LSQR.
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